
CASHIER (DBO COORDINATOR / ALTERNATE CLASS B CASHIER) 
 

14. Major Duties and Responsibilities                                                                        % of time  

 

Voucher Log and Functional Supervision                           60 % OF TIME 

 

Incumbent is responsible for maintaining a regional voucher log database for consolidate Financial 

Management services, covering the US Embassy, five constituent posts and three consular agencies, which 

includes almost fifty customer agencies, by pre-auditing and entering all vendor invoices (from multiple 

locations country wide), such as leases, travel and representational vouchers, allowances, and other 

Procurement and Non-Procurement requests. This will require a high-level of analytical skills, knowledge of 

existing regulations and procedures, coordination and attention to detail, in order to ensure following ICASS 

Uniformed Service Standards.  

 

Incumbent will screen payment requests and communicate directly with outside vendors on the payment 

processes, including approval or rejection of payment requests and payment status, as needed. S/he will be the 

main point of contact for financial inquiries for outside vendors, requiring a high-level of customer service 

rapport and ability to communicate in a clear and objective manner with vendors. Incumbent will also be 

responsible for assigning voucher numbers for tracking and distributing vouchers to voucher examiners for 

processing, as well. 

 

Incumbent will also be responsible for screening internal reimbursement claims, such as representation claims, 

hospitalizations, education allowance, and others. S/he will screen reimbursable requests, solicit funds 

availability from Accounting Unit, following up on pending funding or payments and assuring prompt payment 

of official reimbursements. 

 

Incumbent will also be responsible for providing working guidance of two part-time DBOs from the voucher 

team when performing Class B Cashier duties. Among the functional supervision tasks are included the training 

of all alternate part-time DBOs (which will be assigned in a rotational basis) in the financial management 

systems, logging processes, pre-auditing tasks, communication with vendors, sections and customers agencies, 

and any other necessary tasks. 

 

Incumbent will need to be an expert on all Financial Systems, specifically COAST, RFMS, eInvoicing, Ariba, 

other ILMS tools and GBI. This deep knowledge will be strongly required on a daily basis since Financial 

Management for Mission Brazil is centralized and all mission vouchers will be reviewed by this position, an 

average per year of 8,500 vouchers and 36,600 strip codes, the seventh largest workload in the world, second 

largest in WHA. Mission Brazil is currently constituted by one Embassy, five Consulates and three Consular 

Agencies, providing services for over 40 USG agencies. 

                                                                                                                                                                  

Alternate Cashier Duties               25 % OF TIME 

 

The incumbent of this position will be designated as an Alternate Class B Cashier of a highly complex 

cashiering operation, who provides the full range of cashier services to all agencies at Embassy Brasilia with an 

authorized advance of US Dollars $350,000, responsible for: 

 

-Collecting funds from sub-cashiers, vendors, employees, government agencies and individuals indebted to the 

US Government and preparing general receipts (OF-158) for all collections made. 

-Making disbursements based on the receipt of certified vouchers and petty cash receipts from employees or 

other sub-cashiers. 

- Incumbent will have access/use of the Cashier Bank Account making cash and Electronic (office banking) 

payments based on certified vouchers and sub-vouchers. 



-Processing all collections from employees, persons, or institutions owing money to the US Government. 

-Advancing funds to alternate Class B Cashiers and Sub-cashiers, ensuring that regular sub-cashier verifications 

are performed. 

-Ensuring that restitution action for uncollectible items (bounced checks) takes place immediately after 

notification by FSC Charleston. 

-Requesting replenishment of funds as necessary to ensure that adequate cash is available to meet post's 

requirements and special needs during VIP visits. 

-Provides accommodation/reverse accommodation exchanges and cashier services for specifically authorized 

government employees, VIP visitors, Congressional and Staff delegations, emergency evacuees, annual 

conference and training workshop attendees.  

-Performing cashier support for Codel or Staffdel visits, reconciling cashier accountability on a regular basis, 

reporting Codel & Staffdel expenses via cable and ensuring sufficient funds are available to perform the 

necessary cashier functions. 

-Entering cashier vouchering/collection data into WINACS and submitting documents for daily processing. 

-Reconciling accountability on a daily basis to ensure that discrepancies are detected and corrected immediately 

and are reported to the FMO. This includes submission of monthly cash verifications (performed by the 

supervisor) to FSC Charleston. 

-Performing other cashier duties as outlined in section 390 of 4 FAM and the Cashier User Guide (CUG) 

-Incumbent will request access and escort security agents to reload the ATM machines on the US                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                    

Vendor Voucher Duties                 15 % OF TIME 

 

Vendor voucher duties include auditing, reviewing, preparing and processing all types of vendor claims and 

payments.  Incumbent has the responsibility for processing payments of Purchase Orders (POs), purchase cards 

and Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPAs) pertaining to serviced and non-serviced agencies.  The receipts 

accompanying each voucher must conform to USG rules and regulations governing limitations on the amount of 

payment, correctness and legality of payment. 

 

Incumbent is responsible for keeping an updated file control of all PO and BPA payments in order to avoid 

duplicate payments and to validate that the amount specified on the PO/BPA has not been exceeded.  Payments 

must be made in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act to avoid incurring late payment penalties. 

 

Incumbent ensures that expenses are authorized and allowed by the Standardized Regulations or FAM and 

contain the correct fiscal data.  Incumbent must follow-up with the consulate cashiers, FMC accountants, and 

directly with non-State agency financial personnel to resolve highly complex fiscal data problems.  Incumbent 

is responsible for reconciling accounts and for developing and maintaining various spreadsheets as needed for 

the reconciliation process. 

 


